THE TOUGH URBAN

It’s tough enough to stand on the coasts, its soft enough to calm the world. Don’t judge its looks, it’s its design, which has been crafted to make it perfect for everyday riders. The tough looks and smooth ride make it a perfect choice for urban living.

IT’S TOUGH, IT’S SPORTY
Spottable in Black is the tachometer, which makes it easier for riders to keep track of their speed. A 360-degree camera is installed to ensure safety and to help avoid any accidents.

IT STANDS HIGH, LOOKS TOUGH
Its high stance is a sign of strength and stability. The large wheels and wide tires make it perfect for a rough terrain. The smooth ride ensures a hassle-free journey, even on bumpy roads.

1. SPACIOUS AND COMFORTABLE
Space enough in the rear for even the most adventurous. The spacious cabin and the comfortable seats ensure that riders can enjoy a stress-free ride.

2. POPPY 1.2L VVT PETROL ENGINE
A 1.2L VVT engine powers the IGNIS, equipped with a 5-speed manual transmission. This engine ensures a smooth ride and provides a great drive experience.

3. AUTO GEAR SHIFT
It’s one of the most advanced features in its class. This feature allows riders to switch between automatic and manual modes, providing a more enjoyable ride.

4. SMARTPLAY SYSTEM
This system is equipped with a touch screen and an integrated navigation system, making it easier for riders to navigate through unknown territories.

5. AUTOMATIC CLIMATE CONTROL
The system automatically adjusts the temperature in the cabin to ensure a comfortable ride, no matter the season or weather.

6. LICENCE PLATE
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The IGNIS is the perfect choice for urban living, combining style, comfort, and performance.